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1. Introduction

The following pages contain reflective summaries on the design production of BCM130.1 Studio 
Production assignment. It covers training and tutorial agendas, conceptualisation, development,  
coding techniques, technical issues and resolutions.

The glaring difficulties envisioned from the onset was the programming itself. My complete lack of 
experience in HTML coding, coupled with a foreseeable monumental task of research in order to 
execute this project to a high standard, deemed the task daunting and almost impossible. In hindsight, 
what worked in my favour was the experience I’ve had as a Graphic Designer. This provided me with a 
base knowledge of design aesthetics, principles and concepts, easing the design aspect of this 
assessment. The real challenge then, was to successfully translate my pre-acquired design skills onto 
the web platform by use of technical web development languages such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript.

2. Training and Tutorials

I knew from the beginning that organisation was key, both in my own research and in the actual 
execution of the production in Dreamweaver CS5. A great benefit was the SAE student access to 
Lynda.com. These online tutorial videos were immensely helpful and were incredibly methodical in 
their approach to teaching basic web developer languages. The four tutorials I watched were, Bill 
Weinman (2009) - XHTML and HTML Essential Training; Laurie Burruss (2009) - Creating a CSS Style 
Guide: Hands-On Training; Joseph Lowery (2011) - Dreamweaver CS5: Getting Started with HTML5; and 
James Williamson (2010) - Dreamweaver CS5 Essential Training. The first half of this  trimester was 
spent learning from these streams, acquiring basic knowledge of HTML and CSS concepts.  

3. Conceptualisation 

i.  The Identity

Soundmission is a working identity in progress (Fig. 1). I have used a pre-designed logo for this website, 
something that I’ve specifically designed for another unit - BAP130. The logo was used to apply to some 
mock session planning documents. The logo is something that I’ll continue to develop as I progress 
throughout my time here at SAE in the hope of using it for future music business endeavours.
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ii. The Concept

The website envisaged is for a fictitious online music lifestyle company which is dedicated to 
promoting independent, up and coming bands or solo acts. The website targets young and hip music 
lovers who are online savvy and have a passion for discovering the latest bands or musicians in the 
independent music scene. 

The mission statement are as follows:

Home of the independent muso. The talent that needs to be heard. The band you want your friend to listen 
to. The singer who just melts your heart. The guitarist that blows your friggin’ mind. The bass player that 
grooves your soul. The drummer you wanna marry. The keyboardist that has the magic fingers. Home of 
the eclectic. Home of the eccentric. Home of the electric. Home of the outlandish, the bizarre, the curious, the 
magnificent and the brilliant. The dreamy and the ghoulish. The colours and the greys. The whisper and the 
loud. We want you to fall in love and take a journey. we want you to imagine the scenery and hear the 
soundtrack. We want you to start on a discovery and an exploration. This is wehre you’ll find these sounds.

And it’s our mission to have you listening.

As the statement above demonstrates, the tone is informal, personalised and basic, promoting a more 
individualistic relationship with the user. 

iii.The Elements

I’ve predominantly drawn inspiration from music festivals and have used three main graphic 
components that recur throughout the website. These are the lighting, the crowd and the fences.

a. Lighting

• there is a cheeky play on light throughout the website where I’ve utilised the 
transparency capabilities of the .png image formats

• a subtle gradient image have been used as a backdrop for every page, using fixed 
positioning I’m able to keep this background image static yet resizable on the page 
while having the rest of the content scroll up and down achieving a smooth and 
subtle lighting effect where the content seem to disappear into the shadows (HTML 
Stretch Background Image 2011, [online])

• the CSS styling code for the background is as follows:
#backgroundImage {
 position: fixed;
 height: 100%;
 width: 100%;
 left: 0px;
 top: 0px;
}

• the CSS styling code for the content within div ID #wrapBox is as follows (z-index 
value of 1 indicating that it is on the layer above the #backgroundImage layer):
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#wrapBox {
 width: 800px;
 margin: 0px auto 0px;
 height: 900px;
 z-index: 1;
 position: relative;
}

b. The Crowd

• the crowded nature of the band/artist names on the main navigation block, 
replicates the crowded scenes at a music festival

• the hover action on the band/artist links produces a highlighting effect as well as a 
fade in effect achieved by the Spry Effect below:

{
Spry.Effect.DoFade(targetElement, {duration: duration, from: from, to: to, toggle: toggle});
}

• and called out by the code below
<a href="#" class="navLinks" onmouseout="MM_effectAppearFade(this, 1000, 0, 100, 
false)">DELILAH</a>

c. The Fence

• the graphic imagery of the wire fence serves as a backdrop for most of the content 
throughout the website (Fig.2)
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iv. The Main Interface

I was conscious quite early on that I didn’t want to follow general website conventions on page 
layouts. I wanted to have each page in a single central column, with slight horizontal offsets and have 
each associated band/artist to be as readily clickable as the main navigation on every single HTML 
page (Fig. 3). Having the main navigation of HOME, MISSION STATEMENT, TOP 5 OF THE WEEK, 
MEMBER LOGIN, REFERENCES and the individual consecutive BAND NAMES, is a point of difference 
that is synonymous with the website culture. 

v. The Colour Palette

The primary identity colours are predominantly in the red family, while the secondary colours used 
are quite simple and basic, to match the colours of the more popular social networking sites, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Blogger and Wordpress. 

a. Primary Colours
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Main navigation links in-line 
with Band/Artist links



b. Secondary Colours

vi. The Typography

The font family used for the whole website is Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif, both totally clean and generic 
sans-serif typefaces that will not detract from the content of the website and is common enough that 
it will not compromise the integrity of the design in any platform or browser. 

The typeface utilised for the logo identity and the labeling of links is PTF Nordic Round. As this is not a 
readily available font on web browsers, all instances where this is used are image based.

a. Helvetica Sample:

Aa Bb Cc Aa Bb Cc Aa Bb Cc 
• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
b. Arial Sample:

  Aa Bb Cc Aa Bb Cc Aa Bb Cc 
• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

• The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

c. PTF Nordic Round Sample:

  !"#$%#&'#
( )*+#,-.'/#%0123#415#6-78+9#1:+0#;*+#<"=>#91?@

(

vii. Navigation

The navigation will utilise pop-up windows as well as Spry Tabbed Panels to organise the content 
within each page. Each page will also have a link to the home page via the main navigation links on 
top, the logo head, as well as via a little navigation bar at the very bottom of each page. A red highlight 
is utilised to indicate where the user currently is located (Fig. 4). Pop-up pages that display the audio 
and video streams will also have this functionality.
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4. Coding Techniques 

i.  Final Output Summary

The finished project consists of the following pages:

• Home

• Mission Statement

•  Top 5 of the week 

• Member Login

• References

• a pop-up audio stream window

• a pop-up video stream window

• one example of a Band page (fictional artist name Delilah)

• a three tab system on the Band page which consisting of the following: profile, music and photos

• one main template 

• one nested template
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which section user is 
currently located.



ii. Disclaimer

Due to a lack of my own personal material, I have used photos of existing bands found online as 
content placeholders throughout the website. I have made references to these by listing the original 
links below the Reference section of this logbook and have also listed it on the Reference HTML page 
on the website. The audio stream and the video stream are of an actual recording artist by the name of 
Ladyhawke and only serve to indicate content.

iii.  Considerations

a. Zeroing Out

• due to known cross browser inconsistencies with margin and padding, a zeroing 
out CSS style was formulated for the main tags as indicated below, this would then 
lend full control over these values:

html , body{
 margin: 0px;
 padding: 0px;
}
h1 , h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, address, blockquote, div, ul, li{
 margin: 0px;
 padding: 0px;
}

b. Optional Regions and Editable Attributes

• some areas on the template were made optional, such as the mission statement as 
well as the displayBox div:

<!-- TemplateParam name="navBoxMission" type="boolean" value="false" -->
<!-- TemplateParam name="displayBox" type="boolean" value="false" -->

• some attributes were made editable, such as the fade in effect of the logo (will only 
execute on the HOME page) and the current class CSS value for the navigation links:

<!-- TemplateParam name="logoOnload" type="text" value="MM_effectAppearFade(this, 
2000, 20, 100, false)x" -->
<!-- InstanceParam name="homeCurrent" type="text" value="currentx" -->

c. Links Interactivity

• making sure that the target for the social networking sites opens a new window or 
tab so that users are not taken away from the site:

<a href="http://www.facebook.com" target="_new"><img src="../images/
_social_network_logos/facebook.png" width="24" height="24" alt="Facebook" /></a>

• placing a named anchor on top of the page, just before the logo, so that users can 
easily navigate back up to top of the page by clicking a designated top link:

<a name="top" id="top"></a><div id="logoBox"><!--open #logoBox--><a href="../
home.html"><img src="../images/_top_level/logo.png" alt="Soundmission Logo" 
width="300" height="300" onload="@@(logoOnload)@@" /></a><!--close #logoBox--></div>
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d. Pop-Up Windows

• audio and video streams call for a javascript to open a centred pop-up window so 
that users are not taken away from the source page (King 2011, [online]);

<script type="text/javascript">
var win = null;
function NewWindow(mypage,myname,w,h,scroll){
LeftPosition = (screen.width) ? (screen.width-w)/2 : 0;
TopPosition = (screen.height) ? (screen.height-h)/2 : 0;
settings =
'height='+h+',width='+w+',top='+TopPosition+',left='+LeftPosition+',scrollbars='+scroll
+',resizable'
win = window.open(mypage,myname,settings)
}
</script>

call out:
<a href="popup_audio_delilah.html" onclick="NewWindow
(this.href,'name','600','300','no');return false" onmouseout="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onmouseover="MM_swapImage('listentoaudio','','images/_top5/_rollover_images/
listentoaudio_rollover.png',1)"><img src="images/_top5/_up_images/listentoaudio.png" 
name="listentoaudio" width="140" height="100" border="0" id="listentoaudio" /></a>

• pop-up page links will call for a script to target original browser window without 
closing source window (Popup Windows: Targeting the Opener 2002, [online]):  

<script type="text/javascript">
function targetopener(mylink, closeme, closeonly)
{
if (! (window.focus && window.opener))return true;
window.opener.focus();
if (! closeonly)window.opener.location.href=mylink.href;
if (closeme)window.close();
return false;
}
</script>

call out:
<a href="delilah.html" onClick="return targetopener(this)" 
onmouseout="MM_swapImgRestore()" onmouseover="MM_swapImage
('bandpage','','images/_top5/_popup_rollover/bandpage_rollover.png',1)"><img src="images/
_top5/_popup/bandpage.png" alt="bandpage_rollover" name="bandpage" width="100" 
height="103" border="0" id="bandpage" /></a>

• pop-up pages will also have a close link integrated with the rest of the rollover links 
to close the current pop-up window (Close Window 2011, [online]):

<a href="javascript:window.close();" onmouseout="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onmouseover="MM_swapImage('close','','images/_top5/_popup_rollover/
close_rollover.png',1)"><img src="images/_top5/_popup/close.png" name="close" 
width="100" height="103" border="0" id="close" /></a>
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e. JQuery LightBox

• a plug-in called lightBox from jQuery (King 2011, [online]) was used to overlay 
images on the current browser page (Fig. 5)

• images had to be encased in a div tag with a gallery ID so as to be recognised by the 
lightBox script: 

<script type="text/javascript">
$(function() {
 $('#gallery a').lightBox({fixedNavigation:true});
 });
</script>

the source code:
<div id="gallery" class="tabRight"><a href="images/_delilah/_big/01.jpg"><img 
src="images/_delilah/_thumbs/01thumb.png" width="100" height="100" alt="delilah 01" /
></a>

• images for the prev, next and close functions were replaced by my own personalised 
designs so that it ties in with the identity of the overall website

• as the earlier disclaimer states, images used for this gallery are simply to indicate 
where the content would be placed and how they are to interact with the user
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5. Browser Compatability 

i.  Browsers Used for Previewing

The three browsers utilised to test each page were; Google Chrome v.11, Firefox v.4.01 and Safari 5.05. 
Both Google Chrome and Safari were comparably consistent with each other and with how I wanted 
the website to perform. I was therefore quite satisfied with the results of my coding in this regard. 
Firefox on the other hand was a little bit more temperamental and required a few coding 
considerations for some actions to be executed correctly. 

ii. Firefox Issues

• Firefox could not seem to render the effect where a mouse over on a certain element on a 
page will fade out another section or group on the same page (ie. mousing over the main 
navigation would fade out the band names):

<span id="navHead" onmouseover="MM_effectAppearFade('navBands', 0, 50, 50, false)" 
onmouseout="MM_effectAppearFade('navBands', 0, 100, 100, false)">  

• clicking on a link on a popup page doesn’t bring the main browser window back to the front

• the audio player controls will pop up into place as oppose to just being initially in place

• an .ogg version of the audio file had to be made available as a secondary source in order for 
the browser to be able to play it back:

<audio controls="controls" autoplay="true" >
<source src="_assets/_audio/delilah.mp3" type="audio/mpeg" />
<source src="_assets/_audio/delilah.ogg" type="audio/ogg" />
</audio>

iii. Internet Explorer Issues

There was also an attempt to test for Internet Explorer but since Mac OS X does not support the latest 
versions of the browser I found it difficult to accommodate for the version that I had. Most of the 
inconsistencies faced with the older IE browser were the .png rendering and almost all of the 
javaScript fade effects. 

6. Conclusion

As a whole, I’m quite satisfied with my efforts, given that there was only such a short amount of time 
to learn a subject that students would normally undertake in a three or four year course degree. I have 
learnt a significant amount of information in the past few weeks and have thoroughly enjoyed it, 
despite the occasional coding related frustrations. The main lesson learnt was due to a populated 
browser market, the code languages used for designing and publishing web pages sometimes have a 
hard time catching up. This then inevitably comes back to the designer and how that certain 
individual can creatively and laterally think outside the box.  
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http://media.au.timeout.com/contentFiles/image/syd-features/large-Modular-LadyHawke.jpg 

http://recordpreserveshare.files.wordpress.com/2008/10/frater_ladyhawke_delirium-6.jpg 

http://blogs.dallasobserver.com/dc9/kings-of-leon.jpg 

http://passthealt.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/the-strokes.jpg 

http://s11.allstarpics.net/images/orig/m/g/mg8cdoa9wqlnaow8.jpg

http://www.clashmusic.com/files/imagecache/big_node_view/files/Ting%20Tings_2.jpg 

9. Audio, Video and Album Cover Placeholder - Original Source Links

http://recordpreserveshare.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/ladyhawke_album_cover.jpg?w=467 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_bFO1SNRZg
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